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Tlze general displacement of the solar liiles towards the red has been interpreted in Bulletin No. XXXVI as 
due $0 movements of the solar gases in tlie line of sight, and not to pressure as had been formerly believed. 
The movement is one of recession from the earth, or a falling movement at the centre of the sun's disc. T h i ~  
would suggest a circulation of the solar gases in a radial direction, the cooler gases falling from the higher part$ 
of the sun's atmosphere, and theso being rrel:laced by hotter gases ascending from below, In  discussing some 
eclipse spectra ob%tamecl in 1900 it  was suggested that a circulation of tliis lnizd might account for tlie relatively 
great intensity of thc cnllallcccl lines of iron and other sulilstances in eclipse spectra, as compared with their 
intensities in ilie Fraunliofer s[~oc.trum, L L  The highly heated ascending gases giving tlie predominant features 
to the flash spectrum, whilst the cnolc~r moro ilif~usetl gases slowly subsirling determine the cl~dracter of the 
&sorption spectrum." '. 

Wit11 a view to detecting tlio risling movol~~cn2; of tlze 1io.tter gases, a syecial sbudy has X~cen mado o f  tlze 
enhanced lines of iron in the sun ant1 in t110 electric arc, Tlze spectrograpll used is the same as was cle~cribed 
in Bullet~n No. XXXVI, X~ut for most of ihc worli: a new grating rulecl by Ai~clersoiz was employcil. This has a 
ruled surface 5 by 4 iilches with a iota1 of 75,080 lines. Tho tliird order spect~um was used in the green an8 
blue parts of the spectrum, and the second order in tlze red. As in previous investiga2;ions of this nature the 
electric arc and the centre of tho sun's disc werc photograph~d simult~iieo~sly, usiilg. a reflecbing dovice 
placed in front of the slit. The enl~anced " spark " lines of iron wore obhined by using a very short arc 
between iron electrodes, cilrryiing a curront of 10 210 12 ampbres. Under tlieso conclitions the cnlxanced lines 
are readily photographed, and thcy appear all to be of the same charactor, narrow symrns21rical liiios, but 
neither very intense nor very sharp. They are nevertheless excellent lines for meas~~sement when a suITrcient 
exposure has been made. As tho oxposurcs required. were generally much longer than is necessary for tho 
wn, tho latter spectrum was impressed at the middle time of tlzcs exposure on tlze arc, or, if ssveral minutes 
were required for the sun, a succession of short cxposurce was dietributed tl~roughout the much longer arc 
exposure. As temperature clianyca in the grating have been found to be a source of appreciable errors in long 
exposures, even when the exposure on the sun is made at the middle time, the further precaution was t'xl~en of 
observing tlie temperature with a sensitiw thermometer placed inside the grating cl~amber. If the temperature 
was found not to vary more than 0'2' Fahrenheit during a 30-minuto exposure, the plate was considered safe 
for measurement. 

The group of seven enhanced lines in the region 4508-4584 required ten minutes 011 tlze arc, and one 
minute on the sun, with the Michelson &inch grating. With the Anderson grating the lines 4924 and 5018 
required fifteen minutes on the arc and three on the sun. The line 5169 coulcl be photographecl i11 five minute8 
in both arc and sun, but the fainter lines 3234, 5276 and 531G required twenty to twenty-five minutes on 
the arc and four to five minutes on the sun. At the recl end of the spectrum, using dyed " lantern " plates and 
the second order of the Anderson grating, nearly thirty minutes was necessary for the arc and two minutes for 
$he aun. 

The scale of the plates variee from 1'2 mm. per angstrom to 1'6 mm. per angstrom between 4500 and 5300, 
and in the ~econd order red it varies from 0'84 to 0'89 mm. per angstrom between 6100 and 6400. 

* J. Evershed, Ph~l. Trans. A. 201, 477, 
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The measures were made and reduced in the same manner as those detailed in Bulletin No, XXXVIE. 
The residual shifts, sun - arc, after eliminating the shifts due to the earth's movements relative to the Sun, are 
given in  the table following :- 

TABLD ~.-SHIFTS OF ENHANC~ED LINES AT CENTRE OF SUN'S DISC, 

1n.tensi.t~ 
In sun. 

Nean shlfta - arc in Number of plates 
angstroms /10,000. measured. 

+ 39 1 + 60 + 44 + 3 + 19 i 6 + 21 + 10 + 26 + 53 
+ 136 + 62 + 2 + 63 + 2 

: 
5 + 39 1 

- 19 4 

This list of sixteen lines includes only those which are of sufficient intensity in the arc for nccurats 
peasurement, and which appear in the solar spectrum as single lines sufficiently separated from neighbouriny 
lines to admit of accurate measurement. As in previous cleterrninatiolzs when A/IO,OOO is talcen as the unit 
there is a considerable variation of shift for the same lines on different plates, some lines being more consistent 
than others. This may be largely, but we think not wlzolly, due to errors of measurement. 

The general result is obvious : the enhanced lines give positive shifts in every case but one. They cannot 
t.herefore represent ascending gases, as was snpposed, The relation of shift to intensity found in discussing tho 
much more numerous measures given in Bulletin No. XXXVI holcls also in this series ; thus, the mean ahift 
of the six lines of intensity 5 and 4 is 4- 0'0056 A, and the mean shift of the ten lines of intensily 3 and 2 is 
+ 0'0022 A. If the displacement is interpreted as movement in the line of sight, it is clear thati tho iron 
Tapour giving the enhanced lines shares in the descending movement of the iron vapour giving ihe arc lines, 
and the enhanced lines show also the retardation of this movement in the lower levels of the reversing layer. 

There 1s one line in the list which gives an appreciable negative shift, the line 6456'603, but it would 
~bviously bc unsafe to concluc~6 that this indicates rising movement in the sun. Besides this line there are 
two others, which, considering their intensities in the sun, give  nom ma lo us shifts. The line 531 G dves a 
practically zero shlft, and the line 5018 gives an abnormally large positive shift. An attempt has been made 
to discover whether these three lines are shifted In the arc as in the case of unsymmetrical lines,. when 
comparing the centre of the long arc with the short arc, and comparison spectra have been obtained of the 
central portion of an arc 3 to 4 mm. in length and a current strength of 4 amperes with a short arc I to 
2 mm. in length and a current strength of 10 to 12 amperes. The enhanced lines at the centre of the 
longer arc are reduced to exceedingly fine lines, but in each case they are found to coincide in position with the 
much stronger lines due to the short arc. The test is a severe one, and in the green regions a large proportion 
of the ordinary arc lines of iron show very marked displacements to red or violet in the short arc, according 
t o  the nature of the unsymmetrical widening." 

It is concluded that the enhanced lines generally are symmetrical in character and well auited for gun - are 
measurements. The anomalous shift of the line 5018 might be accounted for if it is assumed that this l h e  
repregents a considerably higher level in the reversing layer than any other of the enhanced lines, and similarly 
the small shft of the line 5316 would be explained if it represents a very low level. This ,line however, 
in common with the other enhanced lines, has always been regarded as a high level line from the evidence of 
eclipse spectra. Anomalies of this kind of course can always be explained if a compound origin tor the sclar 
line is asmm.ed, the wave-length being affectkc1 by an unresolved component. 

* T. Royds. Kodaikanal Observatory, BulletiniNo. XL. 



In order to find out whether there: was any relative shift between the enhanced and the ordinary lines, 
and alao to guard against any systematic errors which might affect this particular set of plates, measure?mc.nls 
were also made of many of the best defined and apparently symmetrical arc linea of iron. In table IH we give 
the mean results, grouping the lines according to the colour of the spectrum whero they occur :- 

Region. Number of lines 
measured. 

Me~otl? iritenslty Moan Fllhift 
m 8un. 8un - arc m 

angstroms. 

... ... Bluu . { 8 enhanced lines *.. 3'0 + 0'0028 
7 arc l ina  ... . . ... ... 3'9 4- 0'0039 

... ... ... Green { 6 enhanced lines 3'7 + 0'0053 ... ... 20 arc lines ... ... ... 3'7 + 0'0053 
... ... ... Red ...{ 2 enhanced. lines 3'0 + 0'0010 

... 10 arc lints ... ... . .  6'0 + 0'0041 

This table shows an essential agreovnerlt of dhifll bolween the enhanced Pines and the arc Xinea, mich 
differences as occur being accounted for by cliflloronccs of mean intensity, and by tho anomaloum~ shift of onlet 
of the two red linea. 

The enhanced linea of iron in the Mrzn givc; therefore no evidence of a, radial circulation of bbe solar gascbw, 
nor of any relative xnovcrnent co~rlyarecl with the arc lincs. A31 upward compensaLing mavc?ment i l ~  of conwe 
not excluded by this result ; it may be illat Ihc hotter ascending gases do not give appreciable absorption 
lines, the emission being of tho azllrlc irlien~ity its tho haclicgrountt of continuaus spectrum. 'Pkm enhanccd 
lines in eclipse spectra may in fact roprctsent the asccx~cling gases, while tho enhanced absorption lines in tlnlc 
Fratznhofer spectrum, in common wit,h $hc; arc lincts, rc!proscnL tho falling gtksca. Tf this wore so, each enhancocll 
ab8orgtion line would have an omission lino on ila mom scfrmgible side whon obsorved at tithe conlro of thr: 
sun's disc ; but it woulcl be c1i(Xicrtli1 or impassiblo to clloteeb this if it woro ncarly equal in intensity to the 
continuous spectrrzm. 

The question whetllor Lherc is ~ u c h  s railial circulation of $ho solar gages, and whslhor tho general 
movement of recession is raclial to Lhc sun OT radial to t l~o e~ r th ,  can probably bo dctsrmincd by observations 
macle across the disc from t'rlct cuntrc lowartis tlzo limb, ~inco if $110 movomonl is radial to tho dun, and pmt oP 
a gene~al circulation, the line-of-~igbt oompanont of  this motion shoulcl. decreaao Lo acxo at tho limb, thv 
wave-lengths of the lines (Zccrua~ing propostionalely with t11c cosine of 1110 angular distance from tho conire. 
0Z)acrvatiorzs of this lrincl arc now hoing xnade, nmcl. Lhc rc'!stzltls will bc pr~bliahctl in a stzbtjec~uent Bnlletiin. 

,J. ICVEBklHTZD. 
A. A, NARAYANA AYUAIR, 
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